The Aetrex mission is to create the healthiest shoes on the market today. All styles are crafted with care to meet the highest standards in design, incorporate cutting edge material technologies, and offer unmatched customization and adjustability. The net result is an extraordinary line of footwear designed to help you feel great on your feet and promote a healthy and active lifestyle.

**aetrex healthy three proudly features:**

- Aetrex orthotic footbeds for support, balance and alignment
- Memory foam cushioning for customization and comfort
- Anti-microbial technology to keep your feet healthy and clean
the healthiest shoes you’ll ever wear®
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**EVIE**

Aetrex Healthy Three | braided thong featuring gore in the heel and toe loop | lightweight rubber outsole | natural heel stack | Euro sizing 35-42 | 41575031

- ES550 Black
- ES552 Gold
- ES553 White

**NICKI**

Aetrex Healthy Three | adjustable ankle strap with hook & loop closure | medial side gore | lightweight rubber outsole | natural heel stack | Euro sizing 35-42 | 41625031

- ES520 Black
- ES522 Deep Taupe
- ES528 Magenta

**HAILEY**

Aetrex Healthy Three | hook & loop ankle closure | lightweight rubber outsole | natural heel stack | Euro sizing 35-42 | 41675031

- ES630 Black
- ES632 Deep Taupe
- ES639 Blush
**SHEILA**
Aetrex Healthy Three | adjustable sling back thong | lightweight rubber outsole | natural heel stack | Euro sizing 35-42 | 41625031

ES600 Black
ES501 Gold
ES503 White
ES504 Cognac
ES506 Stone

---

**BRENDA**
Aetrex Healthy Three | hook & loop ankle closure | lightweight rubber outsole | natural heel stack | Euro sizing 35-42 | 41625031

ES600 Black
ES602 Light Gold
ES604 Cognac
ES608 Blush
MELODY
Aetrex Healthy Three | adjustable platform quarter strap | hook & loop closures | 2 1/4” cork wrapped platform | rubber outsole | Euro sizing 35-42 | 41675031

WP200 Black
WP202 Cognac
WP203 White

DEMI
Aetrex Healthy Three | fully adjustable platform slide | hook & loop closures | 2 1/4” cork wrapped platform | rubber outsole | Euro sizing 35-42 | 41625031

WP220 Black
WP222 Cognac
WP225 Navy

MICHELLE
Aetrex Healthy Three | full coverage woven slip on | gore panels with back zip | 2 1/4” cork wrapped platform | rubber outsole | Euro sizing 35-42 | 41725031

WP240 Black
WP242 Cognac
WP245 Olive
**SHERRY**
Aetrex Healthy Three | perforated espadrille sandal | medial side gore in the vamp | hook & loop heel closure | 3” wrapped wedge | Euro sizing 35-42 | 41675031

- EW720 Black
- EW722 Deep Taupe

**MILEY**
Aetrex Healthy Three | espadrille ankle strap | hook & loop ankle strap closure | 3” wrapped wedge | Euro sizing 35-42 | 41675031

- EW740 Black
- EW742 Light Tan
- EW749 Blush

**SYDNEY**
Aetrex Healthy Three | fully adjustable espadrille quarter strap | hook & loop strap closures | 3” wrapped wedge | Euro sizing 35-42 | 41625031

- EW700 Black
- EW702 Deep Taupe
- EW705 Spring Blue
- EW708 Magenta
**LINDSAY**
Aetrex Healthy Three | closed toe wedge | hook & loop closure | lightweight cork midsole | leather wrapped 2 1/4” wedge heel | Euro sizing 35-42 | 41725031

- EW800 Black
- EW802 Light Brown
- EW806 Stone

**GISELLE**
Aetrex Healthy Three | fully adjustable ghillie tie | lightweight cork midsole | leather wrapped 2 1/4” wedge heel | Euro sizing 35-42 | 41725031

- EW690 black
- EW692 Light Brown

**BRYNN**
Aetrex Healthy Three | adjustable hook & loop quarter strap | lightweight cork midsole | leather wrapped 2 1/4” wedge heel | Euro sizing 35-42 | 41675031

- EW110 Black
- EW111 Gold
- EW112 Cognac
- EW116 Stone Snake
GIA
Aetrex Healthy Three | fully adjustable hook & loop ankle strap | lightweight cork midsole | leather wrapped 2 ¼” wedge heel | Euro sizing 35-42 | 41675031

EW150 Black
EW158 Rosé
EW156 Stone

CHANTEL
Aetrex Healthy Three | fully adjustable slide with hook & loop straps | lightweight cork midsole | leather wrapped 2 ¼” wedge heel | Euro sizing 35-42 | 41625031

EW130 Black
EW131 Gold
EW136 Stone Snake

LYDIA
Aetrex Healthy Three | fully adjustable slide wedge | lightweight cork midsole | leather wrapped 2 1/4” wedge heel | Euro sizing 35-42 | 41625031

EW300 Black
EW304 Bronze
EW303 White
EW306 Stone
**NAYA**
Aetrex Healthy Three | fully adjustable quarter strap with braid detailing | padded heel strap | lightweight cork midsole
leather wrapped 2 1/4” wedge heel | Euro sizing 35-42 | 41675031

EW450 Black
EW454 Bronze
EW452 Stone
EW462 Cognac
EW456 White
EW451 Navy

**CAPRI**
Aetrex Healthy Three | fully adjustable embroidered quarter strap | padded heel strap | Met Bar Pod | ultra-light cork midsole | US sizing 5-10, 11 | 41550031

SC410 Black
SC412 Cognac
**JILLIAN**

Aetrex Healthy Three | adjustable quarter strap with braid detailing | padded heel for extra comfort | Met Bar Pod reduces ball-of-foot stress
ultra-light cork midsole | US sizing 5-10,11 | 41550031

SC450 Black
SC451 Stone
SC452 Cognac
SC453 White
SC454 Bronze
SC455 Denim
SC444 Dark Brown
SC448 Blush
SC461 Navy
SC465 Gunmetal
J A N E Y

Aetrex Healthy Three | fully adjustable slide with braid detailing | Met Bar Pod reduces ball-of-foot stress | ultra-light cork midsole | US sizing 5-10, 11 | 41550031

L O R I

Aetrex Healthy Three | fully adjustable hook & loop quarter strap | adjustable center strap to accommodate different insteps | ultra-light cork midsole | US sizing 5-10, 11 | 41550031
H A R P E R
Aetrex Healthy Three | adjustable braided slingback thong | soft, unstructured toe post for easy wear | hook & loop closure
Met Bar Pod reduces ball-of-foot stress | ultra-light cork midsole | US sizing 5-10,11 | 41550031

SC310 Black  
SC312 Cognac  
SC314 Olive

G E O R G I A
Aetrex Healthy Three | asymmetrical toe loop sandal | medial side gore in the instep and toe loop | hook & loop closure | padded heel counter for extra cushion
Met Bar Pod reduces ball-of-foot stress | ultra-light cork midsole | US sizing 5-10,11 | 41550031

SC710 Black  
SC712 Stone  
SC715 Navy
ISABELLE
Aetrex Healthy Three | fully adjustable hook & loop slide | lightweight cork & EVA midsole | supple suede lined footbed | Euro sizing 35-42 | 41625031

BETHANY
Aetrex Healthy Three | fully adjustable quarter strap | lightweight cork & EVA midsole | features a bunion pocket | supple suede lined footbed | Euro sizing 35-42 | 41625031

CAMILA
Aetrex Healthy Three | asymmetrical quarter strap | hook & loop forefoot & instep strap closures | supple suede lined footbed | Euro sizing 35-42 | 41625031
**PIPER**
Aetrex Healthy Three | braided adjustable quarter strap | hidden gore in forefoot and heel straps for stretch
lightweight EVA midsole | Euro sizing 35-42 | 41675031

- CE100 Metallic Black
- CE102 Cognac
- CE104 Brass

---

**ZOEY**
Aetrex Healthy Three | fully adjustable 3 band quarter strap | hook & loop strap closures | lightweight EVA midsole | Euro sizing 35-42 | 41675031

- CE140 Black
- CE142 Gold
- CE149 Blush
MARIA JEWELED
Aetrex Healthy Three | fully adjustable quarter strap | bejeweled forefoot strap | padded heel strap | microfiber footbed & linings | Euro sizing 35-42 | 41450031

JADE
Aetrex Healthy Three | adjustable sling back thong with hook & loop closure | bejeweled uppers | microfiber footbed and linings | Euro sizing 35-42 | 41450031

MARCY
Aetrex Healthy Three | fully adjustable quarter strap | hook & loop strap closures | padded heel | microfiber footbed and linings | Euro sizing 35-42 | 41450031
PORTIA
Aetrex Healthy Three | slingback thong with fringe detailing | soft toe post construction | hook & loop heel closure
microfiber footbed and lining | Euro sizing 35-42 | 41450031

GABBY
Aetrex Healthy Three | fully adjustable quarter strap | hook & loop strap closures | microfiber footbed & linings | Euro sizing 35-42 | 41450031
TAYLOR
Aetrex Healthy Three | thong with ring & stud detail | soft, unstructured toe post | soft cork wrapped footbed | Euro sizing 35-42 | 41400031

EMILIA
Aetrex Healthy Three | slingback thong with ring & stud detail | adjustable hook & look heel closure | soft cork wrapped footbed | Euro sizing 35-42 | 41450031

MACKENZIE
Aetrex Healthy Three | adjustable quarter strap | ring & stud detailing | hook & loop forefoot & heel closures | soft cork wrapped footbed | Euro sizing 35-42 | 41500031
**MILA**

Built-in Lynco® orthotic support | fully adjustable D-ring quarter strap | lightweight UltraSky™ EVA midsole | water-friendly construction | Euro sizing 35-42 | 41375031

AE310 Black  
AE313 White

**KORI**

Built-in Lynco® orthotic support | adjustable slide with hook & loop closures | lightweight UltraSky™ EVA midsole | water-friendly construction | Euro sizing 35-42 | 41350031

AE230 Black  
AE236 Pewter  
AE238 Coral

GWEN
Built-in Lynco® orthotic support | classic thong design | lightweight UltraSky™ EVA midsole | water-friendly construction | Euro sizing 35-42 | 41325031

AE650 Black
AE655 Marine
AE656 Pewter
AE659 Champagne

JULES
Built-in Lynco® orthotic support | jewel embellished thong | lightweight UltraSky™ EVA midsole | water-friendly construction | Euro sizing 35-42 | 41325031

AE500 Black
AE503 Cream
HAZEL
Built-in Lynco® orthotic support | decorative thong design | lightweight UltraSky™ EVA midsole | water-friendly construction | Euro sizing 35-42 | 41325031

AE630 Black
AE631 Pewter
AE633 White
AE635 Marine
AE638 Red

BAILEY
Built-in Lynco® orthotic support | adjustable slingback thong | functional loop for easy adjustability | padded heel | lightweight UltraSky™ EVA midsole | water-friendly construction | Euro sizing 35-42 | 41350031

AE670 Black
AE673 White
AE678 Red
FIJI FLIPS
Lynco® orthotic design for support, balance & alignment | dual density UltraSky™ EVA provides extra cushioning and durability
soft metatarsal cushion reduces stress at forefoot | extra soft toe post for a comfortable wear
water friendly, so light they float | US sizing 7-14 | 41250031

L7000W Black
L7002W White
L7003W Aqua
L7005W Navy
L7006W Charcoal
L7008W Blush
L7009W Watermelon
WOMEN’S MAUI FLIPS & BALI SLIDES

Lynco® orthotic design for support, balance & alignment | dual density UltraSky™ EVA provides extra cushioning and durability
soft metatarsal cushion reduces stress at forefoot | extra soft toe post for a comfortable wear
water friendly, so light they float | US sizing 5-11 | 41200031

L3000W Black
L3100W Grey
L3200W Aqua
L3300W Watermelon
L3600W Blue
L9000W Black
L9001W Grey
L9007W Coral
L9003W Watermelon
L9006W Blue
MEN’S MAUI FLIPS & BALI SLIDES

Lynco® orthotic design for support, balance & alignment | dual density UltraSky™ EVA provides extra cushioning and durability
soft metatarsal cushion reduces stress at forefoot | extra soft toe post for a comfortable wear
water friendly, so light they float | US sizing 7-14 | 41200031

L3000M Black
L3200M Navy
L3100M Charcoal
L3400M Army
L9000M Black
L9001M Charcoal
L9002M Navy
**WOMEN’S BONDI CLOGS**

Lynco® orthotic design for support, balance & alignment | dual density UltraSky™ EVA provides extra cushioning and durability 
soft metatarsal cushion reduces stress at forefoot | slip-resistant outsole | water friendly, so light they float | US sizing 5-11 | 41250031

![Shoe Images](L5000W Black) ![Shoe Images](L5001W Charcoal) ![Shoe Images](L5002W Navy)
![Shoe Images](L5009W Pink Camo) ![Shoe Images](L5003W White)

**MEN’S BONDI CLOGS**

Lynco® orthotic design for support, balance & alignment | dual density UltraSky™ EVA provides extra cushioning and durability 
soft metatarsal cushion reduces stress at forefoot | slip-resistant outsole | water friendly, so light they float | US sizing 7-14 | 41250031

![Shoe Images](L5000M Black) ![Shoe Images](L5001M Charcoal) ![Shoe Images](L5007M Taupe)
![Shoe Images](L5009M Green Camo) ![Shoe Images](L5003M White)
KY L I E

Aetrex Healthy Three | Built-in Lynco® orthotic support | memory foam cushioning | medial side gore for easy on/off | Euro sizing 35-42 | 41500031 | 41450031

CF100 Black
CF105 Navy
CF103 Black Snake
CF101 Blue Snake
CF106 Taupe Snake
CF139 Blush Snake
CF132 Gold
CF135 Blue
CF123 Black Stripe
CF129 Pink Stripe
**MAKAYLA**
Aetrex Healthy Three | Built-in Lynco® orthotic support | comfy mule with penny loafer detail | signature braid detailing | Euro sizing 35-42 | 41550031

[Images of Makayla shoes in Gold, Light Brown, and Blue]

**DAHLIA**
Aetrex Healthy Three | Built-in Lynco® orthotic support | adjustable ghillie tie | padded heel counter | Euro sizing 35-42 | 41575031

[Images of Dahlia shoes in Black, Gold, and Blue]

**ADDISON**
Aetrex Healthy Three | Built-in Lynco® orthotic support | memory foam cushioning | lace up ankle boot pattern | Euro sizing 35-42 | 41575031

[Images of Addison shoes in Black, Brown, and Olive]
**JUNE**
Aetrex Healthy Three | Mary Jane design with adjustable hook & loop closure | scalloped detail | soft fabric linings | lightweight EVA midsole | rubber outsole | Euro sizing 35-42 | 41575031

CS100 Black Leather
CS101 Rose Gold
CS106 Charcoal
CS109 Burgundy

---

**CHRISTIE**
Aetrex Healthy Three | twin gore loafer with scalloped detailing | soft fabric linings | lightweight EVA midsole | rubber outsole | Euro sizing 35-42 | 41525031

CS170 Black
CS171 Rose Gold
CS174 Taupe Snake
CS175 Blue Snake

---

**ALANNA**
Aetrex Healthy Three | leather & gore uppers | soft fabric linings | leather heel tab for easy on/off | lightweight EVA midsole | rubber outsole | Euro sizing 35-42 | 41625031

CS150 Black
CS156 Charcoal
CS159 Maroon
AMELIA

Aetrex Healthy Three | cork wedge construction | medial side gore | buckle slide | leather wrapped 2 1/4" heel | Euro sizing 35-42 | 41725031

EW640 Black
EW642 Brown
EW648 Merlot

EW640 Black
EW642 Brown
EW648 Merlot

MIA

Aetrex Healthy Three | adjustable braid design | ultra-light cork midsole | leather wrapped 2 1/4" heel | Euro sizing 35-42 | 41725031

EW650 Black
EW652 Cognac
EW655 Stone

EW651 Iron
EW657 Navy
EW658 Bronze

EW651 Iron
EW657 Navy
EW658 Bronze
SCARLETT
Aetrex Healthy Three | cupped cork construction | button Mary Jane design with sweetheart vamp opening | Euro sizing 35-42 | 41675031

CL920 Black
CL926 Pewter
CL922 Oak
CL928 Floral

CHERYL
Aetrex Healthy Three | laser-cut Mary Jane with hook & loop strap | Met Bar Pod reduces ball of foot stress | ultra light cork midsole | gore in heel strap
US sizing 5-10, 11 | 41550031

SC900 Black
SC902 Iron
SC905 Navy
SC912 Taupe
SC914 Chocolate
SC919 Maroon
**DAPHNE**
Built-in Lynco® orthotic support with memory foam cushioning | lightweight EVA bottom | rubber outsole for traction | classic toe pattern
padded tongue and heel | Euro sizing 35-42 | 41625031

SB100 Black  
SB104 Beige  
SB105 Navy

**SLOANE**
Aetrex Healthy Three | 4-way stretch fabric upper with breathable mesh accents | lightweight EVA midsole | rubber outsole for traction & stability
padded tongue and heel | US sizing 5-11 | 41450031

SB500 Black  
SB502 Grey  
SB506 Navy

**WOMEN’S XPRESS FITNESS RUNNERS**
S last for superior cushioning & support | Skylight™ TPU external heel counter and footbridge provides support and stability | innovative donut heel design
unloads stress from the calcaneus | sizes 5-11 | widths: medium (B/C), wide (D/E) | removable depth - 3/16” | 41500031

S680W Black/Coral  
S682W Silver/Blue  
S681W White/Navy
JANINE
Aetrex Healthy Three | Mary Jane with adjustable hook & loop closure | cozy sweater detailing | lightweight cork & rubber midsole | Euro sizing 35-42 | 41600031

SD320 Black  SD324 Cognac  SD326 Charcoal  SD329 Dark Berry

JOLIE
Aetrex Healthy Three | functional lace up boot | two tone leather uppers with cozy sweater detailing | lightweight cork & rubber midsole
Euro sizing 35-42 | 41725031

SD800 Black  SD804 Chocolate  SD809 Dark Berry
TESSA
Aetrex Healthy Three | short boot with cozy sweater detail | side zip for easy on/off wear | lightweight cork/rubber midsole | Euro sizing 35-42 | 41725031

SD900 Black
SD926 Charcoal
SD903 Iron
SD924 Cognac
SD925 Blue
SD920 Black Nubuck
**KAITLYN**
Aetrex Healthy Three | stretch knit & leather uppers | 1 ½” heel | rubber outsole | Euro sizing 35-42 | 41725031

EB450 Black
EB452 Bronze
EB454 Brown

**HAYDEN**
Aetrex Healthy Three | breathable stretch knit oxford | baroque detailing | 1 ½” heel | rubber outsole | Euro sizing 35-42 | 41625031

EB400 Black
EB402 Tan
EB405 Navy

**BELLE**
Aetrex Healthy Three | tall shaft boot | breathable stretch knit and leather uppers | 1 ½” heel | rubber outsole | Euro sizing 35-42 | 41825031

EB470 Black
EB472 Tan
EB474 Brown
SIMONE
Aetrex Healthy Three | Mary Jane design with hook & loop straps | plush velvet uppers | 2” heel | EVA outsole | Euro sizing 35-42 | 41575031

DH200 Black
DH206 Grey
DH208 Wine

CELINE
Aetrex Healthy Three | inside zip | plush velvet uppers | 2” heel | EVA outsole | Euro sizing 35-42 | 41625031

DH100 Black
DH101 Floral
DH106 Grey
KARA
Aetrex Healthy Three | ankle riding boot with stretch sweater | side zip & heel tab | side buckles | 1” leather stacked heel | US sizing 5-11 | widths B, D | 41875031

CHELSEA
Aetrex Healthy Three | tall riding boot with comfortable stretch sweater design | half-way side zipper | adjustable side buckles | 1” leather stacked heel
US sizing 5-11 | widths B, D | 41975031

ADA
Aetrex Healthy Three | Mary Jane design with braided hook & loop straps | memory foam and EVA insole | rubber outsole for traction
Euro sizing 35-42 | 41625031
**FARRAH**
Aetrex Healthy Three | Mary Jane design featuring leather uppers and embroidered detailing | adjustable hook & loop closure | rubber outsole for traction | memory foam & EVA insole | Euro sizing 35-42 | 41625031

- EF470 Black
- EF476 Charcoal

**DAKOTA**
Aetrex Healthy Three | ankle strap ballet | memory foam and EVA insole | heel zip | rubber outsole for traction | Euro sizing 35-42 | 41650031

- EF550 Black
- EF557 Iron

**ERIN**
Aetrex Healthy Three | classic lace-up oxford | rubber outsole for traction | memory foam and EVA insole | Euro sizing 35-42 | 41675031

- EF570 Black
- EF573 Grey
- EF576 Charcoal
- EF578 Flower
- EF576 Charcoal
HOLLY
Aetrex Healthy Three | classic lace-up oxford | padded collar | US sizing 5-11 | widths B, D | 41650031

EF70 Black
EF73 Iron

CORINNE
Aetrex Healthy Three | Monk strap design with hook & loop strap | functional padded tongue | strap gore provides adjustability
US sizing 5-11 | widths B, D | 41650031

EF850 Black
EF851 Grey
EF858 Vintage Brown

KAILEY
Aetrex Healthy Three | ankle boot with side zipper | leather covered side panel gore | US sizing 5-11, 12 | widths B, D | 41725031

EF900 Black
EF901 Graphite

IVY
Aetrex Healthy Three | lightweight EVA midsole | rubber outsole | adjustable MJ pattern with braid and embellishment detail | 2” heel | Euro sizing 35-42 | 41675031

EL220 Black
EL223 Iron
LANEY
Aetrex Healthy Three | functional toggle lacing system | waterproof construction | neoprene linings stretch and insulate | slip resistant outsole
fully lined with faux fur | Euro sizing 35-42 | 41625031

BB320 Black
BB325 Navy
BB326 Charcoal

KIMBER
Aetrex Healthy Three | waterproof construction | neoprene linings stretch and insulate | slip resistant outsole | easy on/off slip on | fully lined with faux fur
Euro sizing 35-42 | 41575031

BB300 Blackberry
BB303 Wet Sand
BB304 Oak
BB306 Charcoal
ROBIN
Aetrex Healthy Three | slip on clogs with padded collar | slip-resistant outsole | Euro sizing 35-42 | 41500031 | SR120 41450031

SR100 Black Box
SR101 Black Oiled
SR102 Brown Oiled
SR110 Flower Power
SR111 Flower Garden
SR120 Black Mesh
**KELSEY**

Aetrex Healthy Three | waterproof construction | neoprene linings stretch and insulate | slip resistant outsole | fully lined with faux fur | Euro sizing 35-42 | 41800031

BB240 Black  
BB246 Charcoal  
BB249 Red

**FIONA**

Aetrex Healthy Three | waterproof construction | neoprene linings & insulate | plush faux fur inner lining & tongue | slip resistant outsole | Euro sizing 35-42 | 41800031

BB260 Black  
BB265 Navy  
BB266 Charcoal
Copper is the only natural element that plays a vital role in collagen formation, a connective tissue in the skin.

Only copper socks rejuvenate the skin and improve texture and appearance.

Hand-linked flat toe seams provide extra comfort and helps protect those with diabetes.

Advanced Moisture-Guard™ wicking system, keeps the foot healthy, cool and dry.

---

### NON-BINDING ATHLETIC/DRESS CASUAL SIZING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shoe Size</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>XL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Men's</td>
<td>4.5-8.5</td>
<td>8.5-12</td>
<td>12-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women's</td>
<td>5.5-9.5</td>
<td>9.5-13</td>
<td>13+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### COMPRESSION SIZING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shoe Size</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>XL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Men's</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>7-10</td>
<td>10-12</td>
<td>12-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women's</td>
<td>5-8</td>
<td>7-10</td>
<td>10-13</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

NON-BINDING

non-binding yarn with spandex hugs leg without restriction | hand linked smooth toe seam for extra protection | extra cushioning option for superior comfort & shock absorption | doctor recommended for diabetes
ATHLETIC

added heel to toe cushioning for superior shock absorption | elasticized arch support for added performance | reduces friction to help prevent blistering

helps control odor and rejuvenates your skin

Sizes - M, L, XL
Prod. # Color Description
S1000 Black Crew
S1001 Black Ankle
S1002 Black Low Cut
S1200 White Crew
S1201 White Ankle
S1202 White Low Cut

Fiber Content - Polyester, Spandex / Needle Count - 144

WOMEN’S DRESS/CASUAL

hidden copper fibers for aesthetics | luxuriously soft performance spun yarn | flat seam construction for extra comfort and protection | incorporates spandex to comfortably hug the foot and leg

Sizes - M, L
Prod. # Color Description
S3000W Black Crew
S3001W Black Ankle
S3100W Brown Crew
S3101W Brown Ankle

Fiber Content - Polyester, Spandex / Needle Count - 144

COMPRESSION

graduated compression from ankle to knee (20-25mmHg) | energizing action for all day comfort | reduces swelling and leg fatigue | recommended for varicose veins, swollen legs, post surgery, and moderate edema

Sizes - Men's - M, L, XL | Women's - S, M, L
Prod. # Color Description
S4000M Black OTC
S4001M Beige Knee-Hi
S4500M Navy OTC
S4501M Black Knee-Hi
S4100M Brown OTC

Fiber Content - Nylon, Polyester, Spandex / Needle Count - 200M, 256W

MEN’S DRESS/CASUAL

luxuriously soft performance spun yarn | flat seam construction for extra comfort and protection | incorporates spandex to comfortably hug the foot and leg

Sizes - M, L
Prod. # Color Description
S3000M Black Crew
S3100M Brown Crew
S3400M Khaki Crew
S3500M Navy Crew

Fiber Content - Polyester, Spandex / Needle Count - 144

WOMEN’S DRESS/CASUAL

hidden copper fibers for aesthetics | luxuriously soft performance spun yarn | flat seam construction for extra comfort and protection | incorporates spandex to comfortably hug the foot and leg

Sizes - M, L
Prod. # Color Description
S3000W Black Crew
S3001W Black Ankle
S3100W Brown Crew
S3101W Brown Ankle

Fiber Content - Polyester, Spandex / Needle Count - 144
COMBINE: # 5LESS & 5LPSS Feel Difference Counter Cards

# CD400
Women’s L100 Tabletop Display

# 5LCLB
Foot Orthotic Brochure

# 5LH3B
Feel the Difference Brochure

# CD401
Men’s L100 Tabletop Display

# FD635
Lynco Flips Display 32”W x 26”D x 71”H
Visit Aetrex.com/marketing for more information